
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attendance: Tess Cardwell (TC), Joan Mottram (JM), Sheila Carter (SC), Antonietta Broadhurst 

(AB), Lesley Bell (LB), Paula Brooks (PB), David Bryce (DB), Susan Bryce (SB), John Taylor (JT), 

Paul Fieldsend (PF), Freda Tomlinson (FT), Viv Willder (VW), David Robinson (DR), Keith 

Richmond (KR), Claire Cowell (CC), Michael Turner (MT), Jayne Boote (JB), Marilyn Barber (MB), 

Alison Hughes (AH), Kate Henderson (KH), Tammy Bradley (TB), Sian Coulton (SC), Rachel Page 

(RP), Andrea Richardson (AR), Daniel Craine (DC), Alan Greig (AG). 

 Item Discussion held  Action  

22. Welcome and 
apologies for 
absence 
 

PF, the Chair of the Scrutiny Pool welcomed 
everyone to the meeting. 
 
Apologies for absence were Joanne Faulkner, Linda 
Alcock, Bernie Kennan, Roger Smith, Nykkie Burrell, 
Laura Johnson Walford, David Johnson Walford, 
Valerie Maxlow, Glenys Richmond, Philomena 
Cunningham, Geoff Bond and Joan Green. 

 

23. Code of conduct PF asked everyone to adhere to the code of conduct. 
 

 
 

24. Minutes of the last 
meeting. 

The Pool agreed the minutes of the last meeting were 

accurate. 

PF signed the minutes of the last meeting. 

 

25. Customer led 
service review: 
ASB New Powers 

MB read through the recommendations and actions 

on behalf of Linda Alcock. 

In reference to the second recommendation regarding 

a referral form for the Community Trigger on the 

Progress Housing Group (PHG) website, PF asked 

why there will only be a form online in Dec 14. MB 

said this is because the website is due to be updated. 

TB said there will be links to the Lancashire County 

Council (LCC) website from PHG website. 

PF asked why PCHA customers aren’t included in the 

response to the fourth recommendation, which 

outlines an article in StreetTalk stating what tenants 

are responsible for when friends/ family visit their 
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property. TB said this article can be included in PCHA 

newsletter. 

The group accepted the responses from the action 

plan. 

MB was excused from the meeting. 

26. Customer led 
service review: 
Allocations: 
Property 
advertisements 

RP thanked the group for their work on the review and 
confirmed the review was for NPHA/ NFH properties 
only. 
 
RP read through the recommendations and the 
responses. 
 
A discussion was had about the first recommendation 
which asks staff members to assist customers online. 
JB explained that paper copies of the application 
forms were given to mystery shoppers rather than 
being directed online. RP said it will be reiterated to 
staff members that customers should be directed 
online. 
 
RP explained why the response to the third 
recommendation wasn’t in agreement with the review 
group. The recommendation was in regard to the 
difference in information between online and paper 
property advertisements. 
 
There was a discussion about the paper copies of the 
advertisements. It was clarified that all information 
required for a property advertisement is included on 
paper copies and copies can be made available in 
braille and other languages on request. 
 
PF asked if customers can take photographs for new 
advertisements. RP said if customers have the ability 
to take professional photographs then this is a 
possibility. 
 
The group accepted the responses from the action 
plan. 
 
RP was excused from the meeting. 

 

27. Update on existing 
plans 

KH updated the pool on the action plans from the 
Under Occupancy review and the Repairs review. 
 
KH was pleased to say the actions have either been 
completed or on going for both reviews. 
 

 
 



TB said the recommendations for the Under 
Occupancy review have been really useful for the 
Income Collection Team. 
 
Pool members were happy with the update on the 
action plans. 

28. Tenant Inspection 
and Mystery 
Shopping reports 

Green Inspection 
DC highlighted some results of the report produced 
for green inspections. 
 
DC explained some of the lower figures are a result of 
inspections from Highercroft, which isn’t maintained 
by PHG. 
 
KG said he thought he had sent more inspection 
reports in for the Kingsfold area. DC will investigate.  
 
PF asked if there can be a list of the green areas that 
aren’t being covered.  
 
Void inspection 
Increase of properties inspected from last quarter. 
Two properties didn’t meet the lettable standard due 
to a partition in the property. 
 
There was a discussion regarding PCHA void 
properties and if they are inspected by tenants. It was 
explained inspection opportunities are limited due to 
inspectors available in a geographical area and only 
properties that aren’t shared can be inspected. 
 
A discussion was had about the inspectors receiving 
feedback from properties inspected, especially when 
inspectors find the property doesn’t meet the lettable 
standard. TB said feedback can be looked into. 
 
Mystery Shopping 
Forms only filled in by PCHA customers. 
All calls were answered within 20 seconds which is 
part of the service standard. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DC 
 
DC/ SC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DC 

29. Green Inspection 
process report and 
Tenant Inspection 
action plan 

SC explained the process of recruiting new inspectors 
and how the Group plans to increase inspections.  
SC spoke of training from Diane Strickland for existing 
inspectors and new inspectors. 

 

30. Top 5 Service 
Standards 

KH explained the report and what the top 5 service 
standards are. 
 
These are: 

 Aids and Adaptations 

 Repairs 

 



 Estate Management 

 Antisocial Behaviour 

 Community Involvement 
 
KH stated the document will continually be reviewed. 

31. Customer Service 
report 

KH presented the report on behalf of JF and said any 
questions asked will be fed back to JF. No questions 
were asked about this report. 

 

32. Future support/ 
mentor 
arrangements 

JB was excused from the meeting. 
 
KH explained the history of the recruitment for the 
pool mentor and asked for comments on whether the 
current mentor (which is Jayne Boote) should 
continue in the role. 
 
The pool voted for JB to continue as her role as 
Scrutiny Pool mentor. 
 
JB was invited back to the meeting. 

 

33. Training SC explained the importance of two training sessions 
for customers to attend. 
 
They include: 

 ‘Scrutiny Skills’, 29 October, 10-3pm 

 ‘Value for Money’, which has been rescheduled 
for 3 November, 10-1pm 

 
SC stated VFM course can be re-run in the new year 
for customers that can’t make the current date. 

 

34. Selection of next 
review area 

PF asked for suggestions on the next review area. 
 
The only suggestion was for ‘Wheelchair Access’. 
 
It was agreed that there will be one group looking at 
wheelchair access in PHG offices and another group 
will review wheelchair access in PHG sheltered 
schemes. 
 
A discussion was had about fire escapes in properties 
and sheltered schemes. TB stated the importance of 
fire regulations and audit papers to make sure 
properties are in line with fire regulation requirements. 

 

35. Any other business PF thanked the Pool on behalf of the Board for their 
work on the recent reviews. 
 
KH said the next Board meeting will be held on 10 
November and the recommendations and action 
plans will presented by PF on the Pool’s behalf. 
 
KH said the Pool will be nominated for the TPAS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



awards on the ‘Excellence in Scrutiny’ category. 
 
All Pool members present would like to take part in 
the upcoming reviews. AH will invite each member to 
the upcoming meetings by letter or email. 

 
 
 
AH 

36. Date of the next 
quarterly meeting 

Monday 19 January 2015, 2pm at Sumner House.  

 


